Ru/search/node
Yeah, reviewing a ebook ru/search/node could amass your near contacts listings. This is just one of
the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, exploit does not recommend that you have
wonderful points.
Comprehending as well as pact even more than additional will have enough money each success.
bordering to, the message as capably as keenness of this ru/search/node can be taken as capably as
picked to act.

Applied Parallel Computing Jack Dongarra
2006-03-03 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 7th International Conference
on Applied Parallel Computing, PARA 2004, held
in June 2004. The 118 revised full papers
presented together with ﬁve invited lectures and
15 contributed talks were carefully reviewed and
selected for inclusion in the proceedings. The
ru-search-node

papers are organized in topical sections.
Пенсионное дело. Документальный детектив.
Книга 2 Ирина Корнева 2021-07-31 В первой
книге обсуждалось пенсионное
законодательство с советских времен и до его
современного реформирования – перехода от
трудового стажа к страховому стажу и
страховым пенсиям, начавшееся в 2002 году и
продолжающееся сегодня. В связи с этим
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интересным представляется деятельность ПФ
(Пенсионного фонда), который был создан в
1990 году.
The Social Sciences Empowered Ford Lumban
Gaol 2020-04-14 The Social Sciences Empowered
contains papers presented at the 7th
International Congress on Interdisciplinary
Behavior and Social Science 2018 (ICIBSoS
2018), held 21-22 July 2018, Bangkok, Thailand,
22-23 September 2018, Bali, Indonesia, 6-7
October 2018, Kuta, Bali, Indonesia, and 24-25
November 2018, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. ICIBSoS
2018 provided the economic and social analysis
necessary for addressing issues in Humanities
disciplines such as Education, Sociology,
Anthropology, Politics, History, Philosophy,
Psychology as well as food security. Contributions
to these proceedings give necessary insight into
the cultural and human dimension of such
diverse research areas as transport, climate
change, energy and agriculture. ICIBSoS 2018
also analyses the cultural, behavioural,
ru-search-node

psychological, social and institutional drivers that
transform people’s behaviour and the global
environment. ICIBSoS 2018 proposes new ideas,
strategies and governance structures for
overcoming the crisis from a global perspective,
innovating the public sector and business
models, promoting social innovation and
fostering creativity in the development of
services and product design.
Digital Economy: Complexity and Variety vs.
Rationality Elena G. Popkova 2019-09-14 This
proceedings book features selected papers from
the 9th National Scientiﬁc and Practical
Conference “Digital Economy: Complexity and
Variety Vs. Rationality,” which took place on April
17–18, 2019, in Vladimir (Russian Federation). It
presents the latest research in the ﬁeld of the
digital economy, discussing its role in the
creation of advantages for the state,
entrepreneurship, and society, as well as the
emergence of new economic risks. The chapters
address the following topics: the importance of
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economy’s digital modernization, tools for the
formation of the digital economy in Russia,
speciﬁc features and perspectives of digital
modernization of the regional economy, an
overview of the social consequences of transition
to the digital economy, ﬁnancial components of
the digital economy, legal challenges regarding
the digital reality for society and state, and the
main challenges and threats to the profession of
jurisprudence in the context of the digitization of
the economy. Intended for representatives of the
academic community and researchers interested
in the formation of the digital economy and
digital society as well as undergraduates,
postgraduates, and masters of economic
specialties, the book is also a valuable resource
for companies that use or wishing to implement
digital technologies into their economic practices;
and public and government employees involved
with monitoring, control, and regulation of the
digital economy.
Inclusive Development of Society Ford Lumban
ru-search-node

Gaol 2020-06-02 Inclusive Development of
Society contains papers that were originally
presented at the 2018 International Congress on
Management and Technology in Knowledge,
Service, Tourism & Hospitality (SERVE 2018),
held 6-7 October and 15-16 December 2018 in
Kuta, Bali, Indonesia and 18-19 October, 2018 at
The Southern Federal University, Rostov-on-don,
Russia. The contributions deal with various
interdisciplinary research topics, particularly in
the ﬁelds of social sciences, economics and the
arts. The papers focus especially on such topics
as language, cultural studies, economics,
behavior studies, political sciences, media and
communication, psychology and human
development. The theoretical research studies
included here should provide a solid foundation
for the development of new tools that explore the
possibilities of developing tourism, hospitality,
service industries in Knowledge Economic Era,
and the empirical papers will advance our
knowledge regarding the impact of information
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technologies in organizations’ and institutions’
practices. These proceedings should be of
interest to academics and professionals in the
wider ﬁeld of social sciences, including disciplines
such as education, psychology, tourism and
knowledge management.
A Practical Guide to Data Structures and
Algorithms using Java Sally. A Goldman
2007-08-23 Although traditional texts present
isolated algorithms and data structures, they do
not provide a unifying structure and oﬀer little
guidance on how to appropriately select among
them. Furthermore, these texts furnish little, if
any, source code and leave many of the more
diﬃcult aspects of the implementation as
exercises. A fresh alternative to
Combinatorial Pattern Matching Gregory
Kucherov 2009-06-18 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 20th Annual
Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching,
CPM 2009, held in Lille, France in June 2009. The
27 revised full papers presented together with 3
ru-search-node

invited talks were carefully reviewed and
selected from 63 submissions. The papers
address all areas related to combinatorial pattern
matching and its applications, such as coding and
data compression, computational biology, data
mining, information retrieval, natural language
processing, pattern recognition, string
algorithms, string processing in databases,
symbolic computing and text searching.
Future Data and Security Engineering Tran Khanh
Dang 2016-11-02 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Future Data and Security
Engineering, FDSE 2016, held in Can Tho City,
Vietnam, in November 2016. The 27 revised full
papers and 2 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 115
submissions. They have been organized in the
following topical sections: Big Data Analytics and
Cloud Data Management; Internet of Things and
Applications; Security and Privacy Engineering;
Data Protection and Data Hiding; Advances in
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Authentication and Data Access Control; Access
Control in NoSQL and Big Data; Context-based
Data Analysis and Applications; Emerging Data
Management Systems and Applications.
Handbook of Constraint Programming Francesca
Rossi 2006-08-18 Constraint programming is a
powerful paradigm for solving combinatorial
search problems that draws on a wide range of
techniques from artiﬁcial intelligence, computer
science, databases, programming languages, and
operations research. Constraint programming is
currently applied with success to many domains,
such as scheduling, planning, vehicle routing,
conﬁguration, networks, and bioinformatics. The
aim of this handbook is to capture the full
breadth and depth of the constraint
programming ﬁeld and to be encyclopedic in its
scope and coverage. While there are several
excellent books on constraint programming, such
books necessarily focus on the main notions and
techniques and cannot cover also extensions,
applications, and languages. The handbook gives
ru-search-node

a reasonably complete coverage of all these lines
of work, based on constraint programming, so
that a reader can have a rather precise idea of
the whole ﬁeld and its potential. Of course each
line of work is dealt with in a survey-like style,
where some details may be neglected in favor of
coverage. However, the extensive bibliography of
each chapter will help the interested readers to
ﬁnd suitable sources for the missing details. Each
chapter of the handbook is intended to be a selfcontained survey of a topic, and is written by one
or more authors who are leading researchers in
the area. The intended audience of the handbook
is researchers, graduate students, higher-year
undergraduates and practitioners who wish to
learn about the state-of-the-art in constraint
programming. No prior knowledge about the ﬁeld
is necessary to be able to read the chapters and
gather useful knowledge. Researchers from other
ﬁelds should ﬁnd in this handbook an eﬀective
way to learn about constraint programming and
to possibly use some of the constraint
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programming concepts and techniques in their
work, thus providing a means for a fruitful crossfertilization among diﬀerent research areas. The
handbook is organized in two parts. The ﬁrst part
covers the basic foundations of constraint
programming, including the history, the notion of
constraint propagation, basic search methods,
global constraints, tractability and computational
complexity, and important issues in modeling a
problem as a constraint problem. The second
part covers constraint languages and solver,
several useful extensions to the basic framework
(such as interval constraints, structured domains,
and distributed CSPs), and successful application
areas for constraint programming. - Covers the
whole ﬁeld of constraint programming - Surveystyle chapters - Five chapters on applications
The Soviet Union’s Agricultural Biowarfare
Programme Anthony Rimmington 2021-07-20
This book focuses upon the secret agricultural
biological warfare programme codenamed
Ekologiya – which was pursued by the Soviet
ru-search-node

Union from 1958 through to the collapse of the
USSR in 1991. It was the largest oﬀensive
agricultural biowarfare project the world has ever
seen and Soviet anti-crop and anti-livestock
weapons had the capability to inﬂict enormous
damage on Western agriculture. Beginning in the
early 1970s, there was a new focus within the
Soviet agricultural biowarfare programme on
molecular biology and the development of
genetically modiﬁed agents. A key characteristic
of the Ekologiya project was the creation of
mobilization production facilities. These
ostensibly civil manufacturing plants
incorporated capacity for production of
biowarfare agents in wartime emergency. During
the 1990s-2000s, the counter-proliferation eﬀorts
undertaken by the US and UK played a major role
in preventing the transfer of Ekologiya scientists,
technologies and pathogens to Iran and other
countries of potential proliferation concern.
Anthony Rimmington is a former Senior Research
Fellow at Birmingham University’s Centre for
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Russian, European and Eurasian Studies, UK. He
has published widely on the civil life sciences
sector in the post-Soviet states and on the Soviet
Union’s oﬀensive biological warfare programme,
including Stalin’s Secret Weapon: The Origins of
Soviet Biological Warfare.
Community Search over Big Graphs Xin Huang
2022-05-31 Communities serve as basic
structural building blocks for understanding the
organization of many real-world networks,
including social, biological, collaboration, and
communication networks. Recently, community
search over graphs has attracted signiﬁcantly
increasing attention, from small, simple, and
static graphs to big, evolving, attributed, and
location-based graphs. In this book, we ﬁrst
review the basic concepts of networks,
communities, and various kinds of dense
subgraph models. We then survey the state of
the art in community search techniques on
various kinds of networks across diﬀerent
application areas. Speciﬁcally, we discuss
ru-search-node

cohesive community search, attributed
community search, social circle discovery, and
geo-social group search. We highlight the
challenges posed by diﬀerent community search
problems. We present their motivations,
principles, methodologies, algorithms, and
applications, and provide a comprehensive
comparison of the existing techniques. This book
ﬁnally concludes by listing publicly available realworld datasets and useful tools for facilitating
further research, and by oﬀering further readings
and future directions of research in this
important and growing area.
Handbook of Data Structures and
Applications Dinesh P. Mehta 2018-02-21 The
Handbook of Data Structures and Applications
was ﬁrst published over a decade ago. This
second edition aims to update the ﬁrst by
focusing on areas of research in data structures
that have seen signiﬁcant progress. While the
discipline of data structures has not matured as
rapidly as other areas of computer science, the
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book aims to update those areas that have seen
advances. Retaining the seven-part structure of
the ﬁrst edition, the handbook begins with a
review of introductory material, followed by a
discussion of well-known classes of data
structures, Priority Queues, Dictionary Structures,
and Multidimensional structures. The editors next
analyze miscellaneous data structures, which are
well-known structures that elude easy
classiﬁcation. The book then addresses
mechanisms and tools that were developed to
facilitate the use of data structures in real
programs. It concludes with an examination of
the applications of data structures. Four new
chapters have been added on Bloom Filters,
Binary Decision Diagrams, Data Structures for
Cheminformatics, and Data Structures for Big
Data Stores, and updates have been made to
other chapters that appeared in the ﬁrst edition.
The Handbook is invaluable for suggesting new
ideas for research in data structures, and for
revealing application contexts in which they can
ru-search-node

be deployed. Practitioners devising algorithms
will gain insight into organizing data, allowing
them to solve algorithmic problems more
eﬃciently.
Energy Research Abstracts 1994 Semiannual,
with semiannual and annual indexes. References
to all scientiﬁc and technical literature coming
from DOE, its laboratories, energy centers, and
contractors. Includes all works deriving from
DOE, other related government-sponsored
information, and foreign nonnuclear information.
Arranged under 39 categories, e.g., Biomedical
sciences, basic studies; Biomedical sciences,
applied studies; Health and safety; and Fusion
energy. Entry gives bibliographical information
and abstract. Corporate, author, subject, report
number indexes.
Web-Age Information Management Liwei Wang
2012-03-14 This book constitutes the thoroughly
refereed post-conference proceedings of three
workshops of the 12th International Conference
on Web-Age Information Management, WAIM
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2011, held in Wuhan, China, in September 2011.
The 20 revised full papers are organized in
topical sections on the three following
workshops: the First International Workshop on
Web-based Geographic Information Management
(WGIM 2011), the Third International Workshop
on XML Data Management (XMLDM 2011), and
the First International Workshop on Social
Network Analysis (SNA 2011).
Database and Expert Systems Applications
Sven Hartmann 2016-08-05 This two volume set
LNCS 9827 and LNCS 9828 constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 27th International
Conference on Database and Expert Systems
Applications, DEXA 2016, held in Porto, Portugal,
September 2016. The 39 revised full papers
presented together with 29 short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 137
submissions. The papers discuss a range of
topics including: Temporal, Spatial, and High
Dimensional Databases; Data Mining;
Authenticity, Privacy, Security, and Trust; Data
ru-search-node

Clustering; Distributed and Big Data Processing;
Decision Support Systems, and Learning; Data
Streams; Data Integration, and Interoperability;
Semantic Web, and Data Semantics; Social
Networks, and Network Analysis; Linked Data;
Data Analysis; NoSQL, NewSQL; Multimedia Data;
Personal Information Management; Semantic
Web and Ontologies; Database and Information
System Architectures; Query Answering and
Optimization; Information Retrieval, and Keyword
Search; Data Modelling, and Uncertainty.
Graphtheoretic Concepts in Computer Science H
Noltemeier 1981-02
Scientiﬁc and Technical Revolution: Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow Elena G. Popkova
2020-06-05 This book presents a system view of
the digital scientiﬁc and technological revolution,
including its genesis and prerequisites, current
trends, as well as current and potential issues
and future prospects. It gathers selected
research papers presented at the 12th
International Scientiﬁc and Practical Conference,
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organized by the Institute of Scientiﬁc
Communications. The conference “Artiﬁcial
Intelligence: Anthropogenic Nature vs. Social
Origin” took place on December 5–7, 2019 in
Krasnoyarsk, Russia. The book is intended for
academic researchers and independent experts
studying the social and human aspects of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution and the associated
transition to the digital economy and Industry
4.0, as well as the creators of the legal
framework for this process and its participants –
entrepreneurs, managers, employees and
consumers. It covers a variety of topics, including
“intelligent” technologies and artiﬁcial
intelligence, the digital economy, the social
environment of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
and its consequences for humans, the regulatory
framework of the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
and the “green” consequences, prospects and
ﬁnancing of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Evolutionary Search and the Job Shop Dirk C.
Mattfeld 2013-04-17 Production scheduling
ru-search-node

dictates highly constrained mathematical models
with complex and often contradicting objectives.
Evolutionary algorithms can be formulated
almost independently of the detailed shaping of
the problems under consideration. As one would
expect, a weak formulation of the problem in the
algorithm comes along with a quite ineﬃcient
search. This book discusses the suitability of
genetic algorithms for production scheduling and
presents an approach which produces results
comparable with those of more tailored
optimization techniques.
SIAM Journal on Computing Society for Industrial
and Applied Mathematics 2002
Towards Autonomous Robotic Systems Kaspar
Althoefer 2019-07-16 The two volumes LNAI
11649 and 11650 constitute the refereed
proceedings of the 20th Annual Conference
"Towards Autonomous Robotics", TAROS 2019,
held in London, UK, in July 2019. The 87 full
papers and 12 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 101
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submissions. The papers present and discuss
signiﬁcant ﬁndings and advances in autonomous
robotics research and applications. They are
organized in the following topical sections:
robotic grippers and manipulation; soft robotics,
sensing and mobile robots; robotic learning,
mapping and planning; human-robot interaction;
and robotic systems and applications.
Reachability Problems Joel Ouaknine
2014-09-15 This book constitutes the
proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on
Reachability Problems, RP 2014, held in Oxford,
UK, in September 2014. The 17 papers presented
in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 25 submissions. The book also
contains a paper summarizing the invited talk.
The papers oﬀer new approaches for the
modelling and analysis of computational
processes by combining mathematical,
algorithmic, and computational techniques.
Algorithms - ESA 2000 Mike Paterson
2003-07-31 This book constitutes the refereed
ru-search-node

proceedings of the 8th Annual European
Symposium on Algorithms, ESA 2000, held in
Saarbrücken, Germany in September 2000. The
39 revised full papers presented together with
two invited papers were carefully reviewed and
selected for inclusion in the book. Among the
topics addressed are parallelism, distributed
systems, approximation, combinatorial
optimization, computational biology,
computational geometry, external-memory
algorithms, graph algorithms, network
algorithms, online algorithms, data compression,
symbolic computation, pattern matching, and
randomized algorithms.
Tibetan Medicinal Plants Christa Kletter 2001
Increasingly, modern medicine relies on so called
traditional or ancient medical knowledge. Holistic
practices such as adhering to proper diet,
observing rules for appropriate behavior, and
administering medical preparations are coupled
with the latest technology and methods to treat
the whole patient. In light of this trend, there is
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much to be gained from understanding of one of
the oldest medical systems still in existence.
Tibetan Medicinal Plants provides you a detailed
analysis of how Tibetan plants are used in this
centuries old system. The book opens with a
summary of Tibetan medicine and covers the
various habitats in which the plants are found.
The main part of this volume encompasses 60
monographs listed by the Tibetan plant name.
Each monograph consists of several chapters
addressing diﬀerent topics related either to the
Tibetan or the Western approach. Most of the
monographs contain a description of the
macroscopic and microscopic characteristics of
the used plant parts, and anatomical features of
76 plants are provided. Each monograph
presents an overview of the known chemical
constituents and pharmacological properties of
each plant and describes their use in Tibetan
medicine. In contrast to other publications on
Tibetan medicine, where translations of the
Tibetan terms are given in other languages, this
ru-search-node

book treats the Tibetan word as a technical term,
keeps the Tibetan term and explains its meaning,
lessening confusion by reducing the number of
translations. Traditional Tibetan medicine has
been in existence for centuries. Curative
practices existed in the prebuddistic era, and the
art of healing developed more than 2500 years
ago. Tibetan Medicinal Plants provides a
comprehensive overview of all plant types, thus
making it easier to grasp the Tibetan concept. It
gives you a comprehensive look at this centuries
old science.
Handbook on Theoretical and Algorithmic Aspects
of Sensor, Ad Hoc Wireless, and Peer-to-Peer
Networks Jie Wu 2005-08-08 The availability of
cheaper, faster, and more reliable electronic
components has stimulated important advances
in computing and communication technologies.
Theoretical and algorithmic approaches that
address key issues in sensor networks, ad hoc
wireless networks, and peer-to-peer networks
play a central role in the development of
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emerging network
Handbook of Computational Molecular Biology
Srinivas Aluru 2005-12-21 The enormous
complexity of biological systems at the molecular
level must be answered with powerful
computational methods. Computational biology is
a young ﬁeld, but has seen rapid growth and
advancement over the past few decades.
Surveying the progress made in this
multidisciplinary ﬁeld, the Handbook of
Computational Molecular Biology of
Intelligent Information and Database Systems
Ngoc-Thanh Nguyen 2016-03-08 The two-volume
proceedings of the ACIIDS 2016 conference, LNAI
9621 + 9622, constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 8th Asian Conference on
Intelligent Information and Database Systems,
held in Da Nang, Vietnam, in March 2016. The
total of 153 full papers accepted for publication
in these proceedings was carefully reviewed and
selected from 392 submissions. They were
organized in topical sections named: knowledge
ru-search-node

engineering and semantic Web; social networks
and recommender systems; text processing and
information retrieval; database systems and
software engineering; intelligent information
systems; decision support and control systems;
machine learning and data mining; computer
vision techniques; intelligent big data
exploitation; cloud and network computing;
multiple model approach to machine learning;
advanced data mining techniques and
applications; computational intelligence in data
mining for complex problems; collective
intelligence for service innovation, technology
opportunity, e-learning, and fuzzy intelligent
systems; analysis for image, video and motion
data in life sciences; real world applications in
engineering and technology; ontology-based
software development; intelligent and context
systems; modeling and optimization techniques
in information systems, database systems and
industrial systems; smart pattern processing for
sports; and intelligent services for smart cities.
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High-Utility Pattern Mining Philippe FournierViger 2019-01-18 This book presents an overview
of techniques for discovering high-utility patterns
(patterns with a high importance) in data. It
introduces the main types of high-utility patterns,
as well as the theory and core algorithms for
high-utility pattern mining, and describes recent
advances, applications, open-source software,
and research opportunities. It also discusses
several types of discrete data, including
customer transaction data and sequential data.
The book consists of twelve chapters, seven of
which are surveys presenting the main subﬁelds
of high-utility pattern mining, including itemset
mining, sequential pattern mining, big data
pattern mining, metaheuristic-based approaches,
privacy-preserving pattern mining, and pattern
visualization. The remaining ﬁve chapters
describe key techniques and applications, such
as discovering concise representations and
regular patterns.
Consensus and Synchronization in Complex
ru-search-node

Networks Ljupco Kocarev 2013-01-18 In this book
for the ﬁrst time two scientiﬁc ﬁelds - consensus
formation and synchronization of
communications - are presented together and
examined through their interrelational aspects, of
rapidly growing importance. Both ﬁelds have
indeed attracted enormous research interest
especially in relation to complex networks. In
networks of dynamic systems (or agents),
consensus means to reach an agreement
regarding a certain quantity of interest that
depends on the state of all dynamical systems
(agents). Consensus problems have a long
history in control theory and computer sciences,
and form the foundation of the ﬁeld of distributed
computing. Synchronization, which deﬁnes
correlated-in-time behavior between diﬀerent
processes and roots going back to Huygens to
the least, is now a highly popular, exciting and
rapidly developing topic, with applications
ranging from biological networks to mathematical
epidemiology, and from processing information in
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the brain to engineering of communications
devices. The book reviews recent ﬁnding in both
ﬁelds and describes novel approaches to
consensus formation, where consensus is
realized as an instance of the nonlinear dynamics
paradigm of chaos synchronization. The chapters
are written by world-known experts in both ﬁelds
and cover topics ranging from fundaments to
various applications of consensus and
synchronization.
Graph Algorithms in the Language of Linear
Algebra Jeremy Kepner 2011-01-01 The current
exponential growth in graph data has forced a
shift to parallel computing for executing graph
algorithms. Implementing parallel graph
algorithms and achieving good parallel
performance have proven diﬃcult. This book
addresses these challenges by exploiting the
well-known duality between a canonical
representation of graphs as abstract collections
of vertices and edges and a sparse adjacency
matrix representation. This linear algebraic
ru-search-node

approach is widely accessible to scientists and
engineers who may not be formally trained in
computer science. The authors show how to
leverage existing parallel matrix computation
techniques and the large amount of software
infrastructure that exists for these computations
to implement eﬃcient and scalable parallel graph
algorithms. The beneﬁts of this approach are
reduced algorithmic complexity, ease of
implementation, and improved performance.
Любовь кошек к каменных нишам
помогла раскрыть их свойства для
лечения, защиты и левитации Александр
Матанцев 2020-06-25 Кошки обожают
каменные ниши, а люди зажмуривают в них
глаза и впитывают энергию! Рассматривается
воздействие на эти каменные ниши.
Формируемые частоты совпадают с
резонансом Шумана до и после глобальной
катастрофы. Отсюда первое назначение – для
оздоровления. Автор впервые раскрыл
предназначение каменных ниш со взаимно
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перпендикулярными ступенями, которые
создают эффективные поля, фигуры Лиссажу,
поляризацию, способствующие созданию
вихревых потоков, левитации объектов, и др.
новых свойств.
Optimal Social Inﬂuence Wen Xu 2020-01-29
This self-contained book describes social
inﬂuence from a computational point of view,
with a focus on recent and practical applications,
models, algorithms and open topics for future
research. Researchers, scholars, postgraduates
and developers interested in research on social
networking and the social inﬂuence related
issues will ﬁnd this book useful and motivating.
The latest research on social computing is
presented along with and illustrations on how to
understand and manipulate social inﬂuence for
knowledge discovery by applying various data
mining techniques in real world scenarios.
Experimental reports, survey papers, models and
algorithms with speciﬁc optimization problems
are depicted. The main topics covered in this
ru-search-node

book are: chrematistics of social networks,
modeling of social inﬂuence propagation, popular
research problems in social inﬂuence analysis
such as inﬂuence maximization, rumor blocking,
rumor source detection, and multiple social
inﬂuence competing.
Web-Age Information Management Bin Cui
2016-05-27 This two-volume set, LNCS 9658 and
9659, constitutes the thoroughly refereed
proceedings of the 17th International Conference
on Web-Age Information Management, WAIM
2016, held in Nanchang, China, in June 2016. The
80 full research papers presented together with 8
demonstrations were carefully reviewed and
selected from 266 submissions. The focus of the
conference is on following topics: data mining,
spatial and temporal databases, recommender
systems, graph data management, information
retrieval, privacy and trust, query processing and
optimization, social media, big data analytics,
and distributed and cloud computing.
Биоэкономика: доктрина, законодательство,
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практика. Монография Отв. ред. Мохов А.А.,
Сушкова О.В. 2022-01-10 Передача
технологий в новых областях знаний, таких
как биоэкономика, стоит перед серьезными
проблемами. Связанные с этим проблемы
основаны на различиях в восприятии, целях,
ценностях и мотивациях между
академическими учеными и практиками,
принадлежащими к разным сферам и
областям знаний (например, право и
медицина, биоэтика и биология, техника и
философия). Используя исследовательский
подход, в монографии предлагаются
различные мнения, позиции авторов на
проблемы формирующейся биоэкономики.
Создается некое совокупное представление
различных групп заинтересованных в
развитии биоэкономики сторон (от
академических ученых, координаторов
передачи технологий до практиков,
представителей бизнес-сообщества,
медицинских работников, общественников).
ru-search-node

Законодательство приведено по состоянию на
1 апреля 2021 г. Книга рассчитана на
широкий круг читателей, так как носит
междисциплинарный и межотраслевой
характер. Монография может быть
рекомендована преподавателям, ученым,
практическим работникам, всем, кто
интересуется проблемами технологического
развития страны.
Logic for Programming and Automated
Reasoning Michel Parigot 2003-07-31 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th
International Conference on Logic for
Programming and Automated Reasoning, LPAR
2000, held in Reunion Island, France in
November 2000. The 26 revised full papers
presented together with four invited
contributions were carefully reviewed and
selected from 65 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on nonmonotonic
reasoning, descriptive complexity, speciﬁcation
and automatic proof-assistants, theorem proving,
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veriﬁcation, logic programming and constraint
logic programming, nonclassical logics and the
lambda calculus, logic and databases, program
analysis, mu-calculus, planning and reasoning
about actions.
Automata, Languages and Programming
Luca Aceto 2011-06-21 The two-volume set LNCS
6755 and LNCS 6756 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 38th International Colloquium
on Automata, Languages and Programming,
ICALP 2011, held in Zürich, Switzerland, in July
2011. The 114 revised full papers (68 papers for
track A, 29 for track B, and 17 for track C)
presented together with 4 invited talks, 3 best
student papers, and 3 best papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from a total of 398
submissions. The papers are grouped in three
major tracks on algorithms, complexity and
games; on logic, semantics, automata, and
theory of programming; as well as on foundations
of networked computation: models, algorithms
and information management.
ru-search-node

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge
Discovery Sanjay Madria 2016-08-05 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th
International Conference on Data Warehousing
and Knowledge Discovery, DaWaK 2016, held in
Porto, Portugal, September 2016. The 25 revised
full papers presented were carefully reviewed
and selected from 73 submissions. The papers
are organized in topical sections on Mining Big
Data, Applications of Big Data Mining, Big Data
Indexing and Searching, Big Data Learning and
Security, Graph Databases and Data
Warehousing, Data Intelligence and Technology.
Exploratory Image Databases Simone Santini
2001-09-05 The explosion of computer use and
internet communication has placed new
emphasis on the ability to store, retrieve and
search for all types of images, both still photo
and video images. The success and the future of
visual information retrieval depends on the
cutting edge research and applications explored
in this book. It combines the expertise from both
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computer vision and database research. Unlike
text retrieval and text/numeric databases the
challenges of image databases are enormous.
How do you use "data mining" to search for an
image if you do not have "key words" to search?
Exploratory Image Databases introduces the idea
that it is possible to solve this problem by
merging database systems into a single search
and browse activity called "exploration."
Exploratory Image Databases is one of the ﬁrst
single-author books that uniﬁes the critical
emerging topic of image databases. A new
approach to image databases, the work is divided
into four central parts: introduction to the
problems that image database research must
solve; computer vision and information retrieval
techniques; image database issues; and interface
and engines for visual searches. Example:
Imagine the diﬃculty of building and using a
database for "face recognition," where an image
of a face is used. In order to eﬀectively use the
image a huge number of characteristics would
ru-search-node

need to be entered in the database. The goal of
future image databases is to use hardware and
software to recognize and categorize images
without typing in characteristics. *
Comprehensive coverage of the image analysis
as well as the database/theoretical aspects of
image databases. * Extensive coverage of
interfaces and interaction models, with a
theoretical framework for the development of
new interaction schemes. * Identiﬁes three
interaction models between users and image
databases, two of which have no counterpart in
traditional databases. * Coverage of the relation
between image and text, including mixed search
models and the automatic determination of the
relation between images and text on large
corpuses like the web. * Analysis of the process
of signiﬁcation in images and its inﬂuence on the
interaction models and technological problems of
image databases.
Algorithms - ESA 2008 Kurt Mehlhorn 2008-09-20
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
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the 16th Annual European Symposium on
Algorithms, ESA 2008, held in Karlsruhe,
Germany, in September 2008 in the context of
the combined conference ALGO 2008. The 67
revised full papers presented together with 2
invited lectures were carefully reviewed and
selected: 51 papers out of 147 submissions for
the design and analysis track and 16 out of 53
submissions in the engineering and applications
track. The papers address all current subjects in
algorithmics reaching from design and analysis
issues of algorithms over to real-world
applications and engineering of algorithms in
various ﬁelds. Special focus is given to
mathematical programming and operations
research, including combinatorial optimization,
integer programming, polyhedral combinatorics
and network optimization.
Advances in Spatial and Temporal Databases
Dimitris Papadias 2007-08-18 For researchers
and professionals in the ﬁeld of databases, this is
a must-read text that gives them right up-to-theru-search-node

minute information on their ﬁeld. It represents
the refereed proceedings of the 10th
International Symposium on Spatial and
Temporal Databases, held in Boston, USA in July
2007. The 26 revised full papers were thoroughly
reviewed and selected from a total of 76
submissions. The papers are classiﬁed in
numerous categories, each corresponding to a
conference session. These include continuous
monitoring; indexing and query processing; and
mining.
Combinatorial Optimization and Applications
Weili Wu 2020-12-04 This volume constitutes the
proceedings of the 14th International Conference
on Combinatorial Optimization and Applications,
COCOA 2020, held in Dallas, TX, USA, in
December 2020. The 55 full papers presented in
this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 104 submissions. The papers are grouped
into the following topics: Approximation
Algorithms; Scheduling; Network Optimization;
Complexity and Logic; Search, Facility and
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Graphs; Geometric Problem; Sensors, Vehicles
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and Graphs; and Graph Problems. Due to the
Corona pandemic this event was held virtually.
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